
Team format
● Teams consist of 4 players

● There will be a male-only division and a female-only division

● All ages are welcome

● The winning team will receive a prize estimated between $200 and $500 for the male

division and between $100 and $200 for the female division (depending on the amount

of teams registered)

● The remainder of the registration fees will be invested in the tournament

Matchup format
● Each round consists of two singles matches and one doubles match

Example :

Team 1 Team 2

Jim Leblanc Alex Goguen

Joel Leblanc Alain Goguen

Jules Leblanc Axel Goguen

John Leblanc Alphonse Goguen

These two teams would create the following matchups in a given round

Match 1 : Jim Leblanc vs Alex Goguen
Match 2 : Joel Leblanc vs Alain Goguen
Match 3 (doubles) : Jules & John Leblanc vs Axel & Alphonse Goguen

The collective amount of GAMES won by each team will determine the winner of the
matchup (1 GAME = 1 RANKING POINT). A victory in a match will also count as an
extra RANKING POINT. Individual matches are best 2 of 3 sets with the 3 set being a
super-tiebreaker to 10 points. Example :

Match 1 : Jim Leblanc wins 6-0, 6-1
Match 2 : Alain Goguen wins 6-3, 3-6, 10-2 tiebreaker
Match 3 (doubles) : Jules & John Leblanc win 6-4, 6-2

Team 1 has won a total of 33 games and 2 victories for a total of 35 “ranking points”
Team 2 has won a total of 16 games and 1 victory for a total of 17 “ranking points”



Tournament format
● All teams will be ranked before the tournament begins

● Each team will be assigned to a certain matchup based on their pre-tournament ranking

● After every team has played their first round matchup, we will re-rank the teams based

on how many ranking points they have accumulated

● The top 4 teams will advance to the semi finals (1 vs 4 and 2 vs 3)

● The bottom 6 teams will be re-seeded and will play a consolation match against the

corresponding team (5 vs 10,  6 vs 9, 7 vs 8)


